POP-UP Cart
Endless possibilities

WHY CHOOSE US?
Pop-Up Cart is a new and truly ground breaking innovation in its
class, that is built from a foundation of strength, knowledge and
experience.
Part of the JG GASTRO group of companies, Pop-Up Cart is the
creation of JG Gastro’s founder Jakub Gawrilow.
JG Gastro is one of the largest manufacturers of steel furniture and
kitchen equipment, servicing the Polish market for over 10 years and
is one of the largest European producers currently of mobile food
bikes, carts and stands.
Pop-Up Cart was created to help those businesses that needed
to showcase their products or services, where space and storage
were at a premium for them, as well as finding an economic way of
transporting the stand to the event.
Foldable and compact... Pop-Up Cart has the answer!
This sleek cart can be transported in the boot of a normal passenger
car and can be assembled in minutes, seven minutes to be precise,
and you don’t need to use a single tool to assemble it!
The cart comes with a custom made bag for easy mobility and can
be stored virtually anywhere once folded down. The minimal and
elegant design will help to attract the eye to what is most important,
your businesses products or services!
Does your business ever need a multi-purpose and convenient sales
stand?
Does it participate in culinary events or trade shows?
Then Pop-Up Cart could be the perfect solution for all your needs!
Order Pop-Up Cart and start selling now!

POP-UP Cart

What about a storage space?

What is the roof covering made from?
The roof cover is made from waterproof, gummed
Codura material. This material is stiff, durable and
made to last

With Pop-Up Cart you won’t have to think about renting
out extra space for your stand if you don’t have space
in your businesses premises!
The cart can fit easily in virtually every business taking
up less than 1.5 m2 of your valuable space!

How to transport?
What is the structure made of?

Pop-Up Cart has been designed so it can be
transported in the boot of most passenger cars.
When folded its exact dimensions are 1450x980x150
making it the smallest stand of its type in the world!

The construction is made from strong steel making the
cart extremely stable and solid, suitable for intensive
use and repeated unfolding and folding of the elements.

Where can it be used?

How does the folding of the cart work?

Trade shows, fairs, markets, catering, receptions,
wedding, the possibilities are endless!
Wherever your business needs an elegant stand that is
quick and easy to assemble and fold away!

Through its superior design the sheets of steel join
together down to the last millimetre forming a rigid
structure without the need for any tools.

What are the worktops made of?
The worktops are made from stainless steel. A quality
material approved for contact with any food.
The sheets are light yet extremely durable.
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Is it possible to make adjustments to my cart?
Absolutely.. with our series of accessories there are
numerous adjustments that can be made without the
need for any tools! For example, you can replace the
worktop for a worktop with a sink...you take out the middle
shelf and insert a cooling table...you can add a special
lamp if needed and many other possibilities.. check out
our accessories range for the full list of adjustments to
compliment the Cart.
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POP-UP Cart

Pop-Up Cart is a series of carefully designed steel elements and metal sheets that if spread on the ground would cover 10 m2. Due
to the unique design of the entire structure, the larger elements of Pop-Up Cart fold into one another making it extremely portable
and compact.

After assembly, which takes one person approximately 7 minutes, you get a full sized sale stand equipped with additional side
shelves, two further shelves under the counter top and a roof that offers protection for the stand as well as adding appeal. Everything
is ready then to add further accessory extensions seamlessly if required.
The Folded cart is packed into a special canvas bag that
protects the cart and makes it easy to transport. The larger
steel elements are transported independently to ensure the weight is
manageable during handling and which fold down into each other, making
them as small and compact as is physically possible.
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POP-UP Cart

It is an illustrative drawing.

Sales possibilities

Description
Pop-Up Cart is the perfect solution for anyone who needs a sales stand thats portable, compact, durable, foldable and that looks great!
Pop-Up Cart has so many uses it’s impossible to name them all here. Think trade shows, markets, events, catering, weddings, fairs or simply to
put outside your current business location!

coffee

By adding accessories, Pop-Up Cart can be transformed by embedding heating or cooling devices as well as adding a sink.
The dimensions of the cart when it’s folded are: 1450x980x150, enabling transportation in the boot of most passenger cars. It takes about 4
minutes for two people, and 7 minutes for one person to assemble it. Once assembled the carts dimensions are : Counter top including the two
side shelves: xxxx Height:xxx Length xxxx width xxx etc
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hot dog

burger

souvenirs

perfumes

Dimensions
1

Folded cart (mm): 1450x980x150 h

2

A cart without side tops and with a closed roof (mm): 1390x665x2230 h

3

A cart without side tops and with an open roof (mm): 1390x1910x2230 h

4

Worktop height (mm): 850

5

Side tops width (mm): 500

6

Worktop dimensions with side tops (mm): 2390x650

7

Weight: 90,7 kg
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reception
desc

clothes

JG Gastro
Al. Dygasińskiego 42/3
30-820 Kraków

+ 12 658 21 09
887 448 836
wozki@jggastro.pl

Full offer of trailers, carts and
mobile gastronomic point on
www.mobilnewozki.pl

